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Abstract 
Example-Based Translation is a new approach to machine translation. The basic idea of this 
approach is very simple: it is to translate a sentence by using translation examples of similar 
sentences. One of the major issues of Example-Based Translation is to study the utilization of 
more than one translation example when translating one source sentence. 
This paper proposes MBT2, which is a method of translating complete sentences by using 
multiple examples. The representation, matching expression, is introduced, which represents the 
combination of fragments of translation examples. The translation process of MBT2 consists of 
three stages: 
( 1) Making a source-matching expression from a source sentence. 
(2) Transferring a source-matching expression into a target-matching expression. 
(3) Constructing a target sentence from a target-matching expression. 
This mechanism generates everal translation candidates and the score of a translation is defined 
to select the best translation out of them. 
1. Introduction 
b:y 
The idea of Example-Based Translation was first proposed as Translation by Analogy 
Nagao [2], who suggested one could “translate a sentence by using translation 
examples of similar sentences”. After this proposal, several new machine translation 
methods that utilize translation examples and bilingual corpora have been studied [5- 
7,9, IO]. 
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The main characteristic of Example-Based Translation is the use of translation exam- 
ples as the main knowledge source for translation. This idea is drawn from the following 
considerations. 
l In the current rule-based approach, system developers have to encode various phe- 
nomena of translation activities into rules. It is a very hard and time-consuming 
task. By contrast, in the example-based approach, writing rules is unnecessary be- 
cause the system uses a collection of translation examples as the main knowledge 
source. Collecting translation examples is always much easier than writing rules. 
l Better translation is produced when we use the large number of translation exam- 
ples than when using small numbers of principles because various phenomena in 
translation activities cannot be abstracted into small numbers of principles. 
The research on Example-Based Translation is in its early stage and only three 
prototype systems have been proposed by now. 
ETOC is an example-based translation aid system proposed by Sumita and Tsutsumi 
[ lo]. This system retrieves translation examples similar to a given source sentence. 
Users manually translate the sentence by imitating similar translation examples 
retrieved by the system. 
MBTI is an example-based word-selection system proposed by the author [ 6,7]. 
The system translates a simple sentence skeleton that consists of a verb and nouns 
by selecting an appropriate target word for each of them. 
EBMT is another example-based word-selection system proposed by Sumita et al. 
[ 91. This system is specially designed for translation of the Japanese construction 
“X no Y” ’ and succeeded in selecting the best English target patterns. 
These systems have their limitations because they are not complete as translation sys- 
tems. ETOC is incomplete due to the fact that the system executes only retrieval but not 
actual translation. MBTl and EBMT are incomplete due to the fact that systems trans- 
late only a part of sentence. Sadler’s simulation that uses Bilingual Knowledge Bank 
[ 5 ] is exceptional; however, it has not been implemented as a software system. The 
problem of translating complete sentences using the example-based framework remains 
to be solved. 
In this paper, we concentrate on this problem. The outline of my solution is: 
The key to the problem is the utilization of more than one translation exam- 
ple when translating a sentence. I introduce matching expression and score of 
matching expression to translate the complete sentence. The former represents 
the combination of fragments of translation examples and the latter is used to 
select the best translation. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the outline of my 
solution to the problem. In Sections 3 to 6 I propose MBT2, a framework of example- 
based translation system of complete sentences. Sections 3 and 4 describe the matching 
expression and the translation process via matching expressions respectively. Section 5 
’ There are various English forms for Japanese construction “X no Y” when translating. The appropriate 
form is determined by the meaning of X and Y. 
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defines the score of translation. Section 6 shows examples translated by MBT2. Section 7 
discusses MBT2 and other frameworks and the last section summarizes this study. 
2. Utilization of multiple examples 
2.1. Needs to combine fragments 
The basic idea of Example-Based Translation is very simple. It is to “translate a 
source sentence by using translation examples of similar sentences”. Each fragment of 
sentence can be translated by using a single translation example, but complete sentences 
cannot be translated as a whole by using it in almost all cases. Therefore it is necessary 
to decompose an input sentence into several smaller fragments and to find a suitable 
translation example for each of them. 
Suppose the following sentence is given to the system. 
1. He bought a book on international politics. 
If the system stores the same sentence and its translation equivalent in its database, 
it can output that translation equivalent as the answer; however, this rarely happens. 
Therefore the system utilizes several multiple examples similar to the given input. If the 
following translation example is in the database, it will be used as an example when 
translating sentence 1. 
2. He bought a notebook. 
kEe ha ~n;;f~ wo katta . 
bought 
If the system stores information about the following local correspondence between 
fragments 
3. a notebook H ,“,I;:;~ 
the system can infer the following partial translation. 
4. He bought X. 
kze ha X wo ,ka&t . 
From example 2, however, the system cannot extract any information about the transla- 
tion of the fragment 5, which is the difference between sentence 1 and example 2. 
5. a book on international politics 
If the given sentence is more simple, e.g., 
6. He bought a book. 
the system may translate the fragment, “a book” that is the difference between sentence 6 
and example 2, by using an English-Japanese dictionary. This method, however, is only 
applicable when the difference between the input sentence and the example sentence is 
limited to one or two words. When the difference is larger, i.e., “a book on international 
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politics”, the sentence cannot be translated by a single word replacement. The better 
method is to use examples that contain the difference. Suppose the system has the 
following translation example and its local correspondence in the database. 
7. I read a book on international politics. 
watThi ha kokusaiseiji 
international polEics 
nittOu$e kak?eta to;; wo yonda , 
wntten read 
8. a book on international politics c--i kokusaiseiji n$$e kak?era tz; 
international polltics wntten 
The system will be able to translate sentence 1 into 9 by combining the two fragments 4 
and 8, which are extracted from examples 2 and 7 respectively. 
9. kse ha kokusaiseijj nitsuite kakareta hon wo katta . 
mternatlonal politics about Wittell book bought 
This method is applicable recursively. In case the system does not store example 7 in 
the database, the system may use another example similar to 5, e.g., 
10. a book on economics 
keizaigaku n$so;‘te kakgeta tz 
economics WrItten 
As for the difference between examples 5 and 10, another example will be used for the 
translation. 
This method may be relatively easy for a human to carry out and he/she uses this in 
daily life almost unconsciously. By contrast, this method had been extremely difficult 
for a machine. In this paper, we concentrate on the implementation of this method. 
2.2. Towards implementation 
The first thing to do is the definition of fragments to be combined. There are local 
correspondences between fragments in a translation example of two natural language 
sentences. For example, there are two local correspondences between fragments in 
translation example 2. 
11. he- kare 
he 
12. a notebook H nouto 
notebook 
A fragment that has a correspondence is a partially translatable unit and it is still 
translatable even if some local translatable units are removed, e.g., 
13. X bought Y cf X ha Y wo katta . 
bought 
Sadler called these fragments translation units [5]. Using the concept of translation 
units, we can translate sentences according to the following procedure. 
( 1) Find the combination of translation units that covers a given source sentence. 
(2) Transfer the obtained combination to the combination of target translation units 
according to correspondences between source and target translation units. 
(3) Generate the target sentence from the transferred combination of translation units. 
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Still, this procedure is insufficient. Suppose the system stores multiple examples that 
contain “a book on N”, e.g., 10 and 14. 
14. a book on the desk 
tsz$;e no ue no t~3; 
on 
In this case, the system has to determine which example, 10 or 14, is suitable for 
translating “a book on international politics” in sentence 1. Generally, there are several 
combinations of translation units that cover a given input. They produce different outputs 
as a matter of course so that a way to determine the best combination is necessary. 
In MBTl, the score of a translation candidate is defined based on the distance between 
the translation candidate and the nearest neighbor translation example in the database 
[6,7]. This definition is only applicable when the system uses a single translation 
example (i.e., the nearest example) to produce the translation output. The need to use 
multiple examples leads us to introduce the score of a combination of translation units 
that reflects the degree of correctness of the combination. 
3. Matching expression 
MBT2 is an example-based framework for English-Japanese bidirectional translation. 
This section defines translation example, translation unit, and matching expression. 
Prolog syntax is used in 
Prolog. 
3.1. Translation database 
some representations as MBT2 is implemented in Sicstus 
A translation database is a collection of translation examples. A translation example 
consists of three parts: 
l an English word-dependency tree (EWD) ; 
l a Japanese word-dependency tree (JWD) ; 
l a correspondence list (CL) ; 
In Prolog, the following notation is generally used to represent trees. 
<tree> : : = [<node> 1 <trees>] 
<trees> : := [] or [<tree> I <trees>] 
In order to represent word-dependency trees of translation examples, however, a new 
notation <tree with ID> is introduced because IDS are necessary to represent corre- 
spondence lists. 2 
<tree with ID> ::= [<ID>, <node>l<trees with IDS>] 
<trees with IDS> : := [I or [<tree with ID>l<trees with IDS>] 
* In this paper, the normal tree notation is also used to represent word-dependency trees that are not parts of 
translation examples. 
[kau,vl 
ihasP1 Cuo,pl 
Fig. I. Visualization of Example 3. I. 
The following is a translation example in our notation, which corresponds to transiation 
example 2 in the previous section. 
Example 3.1. 
EWD = Gel, [buy,vl , 
Ee.2, [he, pronll , 
Ce3, [notebook,n] , 
Ce4, [a,detllll 
JWD = [jl, [kau,vl, 
[j2, [ha,pl, 
[j3, Ckare,pronlll , 
Cj4, Cwo,pl , 
Cj5, Cnouto,nll1l 
CL = ~~el,jll,~e2,j3l,~e3,j5l1 
In this example, numbers with prefix “e” or “j” indicate IDS of trees. Each node 
in a word-dependency tree contains a word (in root form) and its syntactic category. 
The correspondence list is given as a list of correspondence links. A correspondence 
link between two trees is represented as a pair of IDs.~ Fig. 1 shows a graphical 
representation of Example 3.1. 
’ A tree has either a correspondence link, if any, or none 
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3.2. Translation unit 
First, we define the translatable tree as follows. 
Definition 3.2. A translatable tree is a tree that has a correspondence link. 
In Example 3.1, there are three translatable trees in each side. 
English Japanese 
el jl 
e2 j3 
e3 j5 
Next, we introduce the concept of translation unit [5]. In short, translation 
translatable fragments in translation examples. It is defined as follows. 
units are 
Definition 3.3. A translation unit is: 
l a translatable tree, or 
l a translatable tree some translatable subtrees of which are removed. 
In Example 3.1, there are six translation units in each side. 
English 
el 
e2 
e3 
el-e2 
el-e3 
el-e3-e5 
Japanese 
jl 
j3 
j5 
jl-j3 
jl-j5 
jl-j3-j5 
In this list, symbol “-” represents a removal operation. For example, el-e2 represents 
a translation unit that is produced by removing e2 from el. 
3.3. Matching expression 
Now we introduce the concept of matching expression. A matching expression (ME) 
is a combination of translation units, which represents a word-dependency tree. ME is 
defined as follows. 
<ME> ::= [<ID> 1 <ME-Commands>] 
<ME-Commands> : := [] 
or [<ME-Command> I <ME-Commands>] 
<ME-Command> : : = Cd, <ID>] 
or [r,<ID>,<ME>I 
or [a, <ID>, <ME>] 
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A matching expression (<ME>) consists of a translatable tree (<ID>) and transforma- 
tional commands (<ME-Commands>). There are three kinds of commands: 
( 1) [d, <ID>1 : Delete a translatable tree (<ID>). 
(2) [r , <ID>, <ME>1 : Replace a translatable tree (<ID>) with a matching expression 
(<ME>). 
(3) [a, <ID>, <ME>] : Add a matching expression (<ME>) as a child of a root node 
of a translatable tree (<ID>). 
Assume that Examples 3.1 and 3.4 exist in the translation database. 
Example 3.4. 
EWD = [ell, [read,v] , 
Ee12, CI,pronll, 
Ce13, [book,n], 
Ce14, [a,det]], 
Ce15, [on,pl , 
Ce16, [politics ,nl , 
Ce17, [international,adj]]]]]] 
JWD = [jll, Cyomu,v] , 
cjl2, [ha,p] , 
[j13, [watashi,pron]]] , 
[j14, Cwo,pl, 
[j15, [hon,nl, 
Cj16, Cta,auxl, 
[jl7, [reru,aux], 
Cjl8, [kaku,vl, 
[j19, Cnitsuite,p], 
[j20, [kokusaiseiji,n]]]]]]]]] 
CL = [Cell, jll] , Ce12, j131, Ce13, j15], Ce16, j20]] 
In this case, the matching expression (a) represents the word-dependency tree (b). 
(a) Eel, [r,e3, Cel3111 
(b) [[buy,vl, 
[ [he, prod 1 , 
[ [book,nl , 
[[a,detll, 
c [on,pl , 
[ [politics,n] , 
[[international,adj]]]]]] 
The word-dependency tree (b) consists of two translation units: el-e3 and e13. That 
is produced by replacing e3 in el with e13. 
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Source word-dependency tree (SWD) 
+j 
a 
Source matching expression (SME) 
+I 
u 
Target matching expression (TME) 
I*] 
u 
Target word-dependency tree (TWD) 
Fig. 2. Flow of translation process. 
If a matching expression is given, we can easily compose a word-dependency tree 
from it.4 A matching expression too can be easily transferred into a corresponding 
matching expression of another language by replacing every ID in the original matching 
expression with its corresponding ID. The only remaining problem is the method of 
obtaining a matching expression from a given word-dependency tree. The algorithm for 
this problem is shown in the next section. 
4. Translation via matching expressions 
In MBT2, translation is performed via two matching expressions: a source-matching 
expression and a target-matching expression. Fig. 2 shows the flow of the translation 
process that produces a target word-dependency tree from a source word-dependency 
tree. 5 This translation process consists of three stages: decomposition, transfer, and 
composition, and it generates all translation candidates using Prolog’s backtrack mech- 
anism. 
4. I. Decomposition 
In the decomposition stage, the system decomposes a source word-dependency tree 
(SWD) into translation units and makes a source-matching expression (SME). For 
example, 
4 A delete command Cd, <ID>] and a replace command Cr. <ID>, <ME>1 can be executed deterministically. 
However, an add command Ca, <ID>, <ME>1 is ambiguous, because it does not specify the position of <ME> 
in the list of child trees under the root node of <ID>. This problem will be solved in Section 4.3. 
5 Although example-based parsing [ 111 and generation are available, MBT2 excludes them in order to gain 
simplicity. Strictly speaking, MBT2 is an example-based framework of “transfer”. 
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SWD = [[buy,vl, 
[ [he, pronll , 
1 [book, nl , 
C[a,detll, 
[ [on,pl , 
[ [politics,n] , 
[[international,adjl]]]]] 
SME = [el, [r,eS, [e131]] 
The skeleton of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 as a Prolog program. This is a 
simple exhaustive search program that generates all candidates of matching expressions 
from a given word-dependency tree. The top-level predicate decomp/26 is called with 
a word-dependency tree (the first argument) and a variable (the second argument). 
The answer, the matching expression, is obtained through the variable. The clause of 
decomp/2 (lines 2-4) retrieves a translatable tree that has the same root node as the 
given source word-dependency tree (line 3) and calls decompl/4 (line 4). The predicate 
decompl/4 compares the subtrees of the given source word-dependency tree with the 
subtrees of the retrieved translatable tree and returns the differences between them. The 
first clause of decompl/4 is a termination rule (line 6) and the second is a standard 
recursive rule (lines 8-l 1). The third clause (lines 13-15) and the fourth clause (lines 
17-20) generate ME-command “delete” and “add” respectively. Predicate decomp2/3 
compares a subtree in the given source word-dependency and a subtree of the retrieved 
translatable tree. In case their root nodes are the same, decompl/4 is called to compare 
their subtrees by the first clause of decomp2/3 (lines 22-23). Otherwise ME-command 
“replace” is generated by the second clause (lines 25-28). 
In this program, there are two points of nondeterminism. 
( 1) translatable-tree ( [ID, Node I Children11 > in the clause of decomp/2. This 
term retrieves translatable trees that have the same root node as that of the given 
word-dependency tree. 
(2) The second, the third and the fourth clause of decompi/4. A replace command 
can be represented by a combination of a delete command and an add command. 
The first use of nondeterminism is essential, though the second is not important in most 
cases. To cut off the second, we can use the following heuristics. 
l Define replaceability among nodes using their syntactic categories. A tree X is 
replaceable with a tree Y if the root node of X is replaceable with that of Y. 
l If two trees are replaceable, the system produces only a replace command. 
For example, suppose that we define the replaceability among nodes as follows. 
( 1) A node is replaceable with another node in case their syntactic categories are the 
same. 
(2) A node of which the syntactic category is pron (pronoun) is replaceable with a 
node of which the syntactic category is n (noun). 
(3) A node of which the syntactic category is det (determiner) is replaceable with 
a node of which the syntactic category is adj (adjective). 
h The notation decomp/2 specifies the predicate which is named “decomp” and which takes two arguments. 
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% decomp (+WD, -ME) 
decomp(CNodelChildren21, [IDIDifList]) :- 
translatable_tree([ID,NodelChildrenl]), 
decompl(Childrenl,Children2,ID,DifList). 
decompI(H,Cl,_,Cl). 
decompl(CXIChildrenl1, [YIChildren2] ,P,DifList) :- 
decomp2(X,Y,DifListl), 
decompl(Childrenl,Children2,P,DifList2), 
append(DifListl,DifList2,DifList). 
decompl(CCIDI_] IChildren ,Cbildren2,P, CCd,IDI IDifListl) :- 
translatable-tree ( [ID I _I ) , 
decompl(Childrenl,Children2,P,DifList). 
decompl(Children1, [CIChildrenZ] ,P, [Ca,P,ME] IDifList]) :- 
translatable_tree( CP I _I ) , 
decomp(C,ME), 
decompl(Childrenl,Children2,P,DifList). 
decomp2([ID,NIChildrenl], CNIChildren21 ,DifList) :- 
decompl(Childrenl,Children2,ID,DifList). 
decomp2(CIDl_l ,Y, [[r,ID,ME]]) :- 
translatable_tree([IDl_]), 
decomp(Y,ME), 
\+ ( ME = CIDl-1 1. 
Fig. 3. Skeleton of the decomposition algorithm (in Prolog). 
Then, the system does not produce the matching expression 
Gel, Cd,e31, Ca,el, Ce13111 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
because the node [notebook ,n] , which is the root node of tree e3, is replaceable with 
the node [book,n] , which is the root node of tree e13; the syntactic categories of these 
nodes are the same. 
This algorithm is for English word-dependency trees. The system has another program 
to decompose Japanese word-dependency trees and as for Japanese word-dependency 
trees, the order of subtrees is not important. 
4.2. Transfer 
In the transfer stage, the system replaces every ID in a source-matching expression 
with its corresponding ID. For example, 
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SME = [el, [r,e3, [e13111 
TME = [jl, [r,j5, [j15111 
4..3. Composition 
In the composition stage, the system composes a target word-dependency tree accord- 
ing to a target-matching expression. For example, 
TME = [ji, [r,j5, [j15111 
TWD = C[kau,vl, 
CCha,pl, 
[ lkare , pronlll , 
[[wo,pl, 
[Chon,nl, 
I[ta,auxl, 
C [reru, auxl , 
[ [kaku, VI , 
[[nitsuite,pl, 
[[kokusaiseiji,nlll]]llll 
This stage consists of two steps; the main composing step and the validity checking 
step. In the main composing step, there is no ambiguity except for one case: an add- 
command [a,<ID>,<ME>l specifies only the parent node (<ID>) as the adding point 
of the tree (<ME>), so that multiple candidates are produced during the composition of 
English word-dependency trees. In this step, all candidates are used and several trees 
are produced. 
Validity of each produced word-dependency tree is checked by using syntactic cate- 
gories. This check is executed for every parent-children unit. For example, in the above 
target word-dependency tree, the following category patterns of parent-children units are 
checked. 
[v, [p,pll, Cp, [pronll, [p, Cnll, [n, [auxll, Caux, [auxll, [aux, [VII, 
[v, [pll, Cp, [nil 
A unit is valid if its category pattern is found in the database. A word-dependency tree 
is valid if all parent-children units are valid. 
5. Score of translation 
To select the best translation out of all the candidates generated by the system, we 
introduce the score of a translation. The score is defined based on the score of the 
matching expression, because the matching expression determines the translation output. 
The scores of the source-matching expression and the target-matching expression are 
calculated separately. 
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restricted environment 
--....._....--* ----..____._.._____.__......----. 
Translation example Source (or Target) WD 
Fig. 4. Restricted environments of TU. 
5.1. Score of translation unit 
First of all, we define the score of a translation unit. The score of a translation unit 
should reflect the degree of correctness of the translation unit. We use the following two 
heuristics on the correctness of the translation units. 
( 1) A larger translation unit produces a better translation. 
(2) A translation unit (TU) in a matching expression is part of a source (or target) 
word-dependency tree (WD), and also part of a translation example. There are 
two environments (contexts) of a translation unit; in a source (or target) tree 
and in a translation example. The more similar these two environments are, the 
better the result is. 7 
The first heuristic can be realized by defining the size of a translation unit (TU) . 
size (TU) = “The number of nodes in TU”. (1) 
To realize the second heuristic, we need a measure of the similarity between two 
environments (contexts) of a translation unit, i.e., the external similarity. To estimate 
the external similarity, we restrict these environments as follows. In the simplest case, 
the restricted environment of a translation unit consists of nodes only a single link 
away from a node of the translation unit. If the corresponding nodes are the same in 
the two environments, those environments are extended with one more outside link. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the restricted environments of a translation unit. External similarity 
is estimated as the best match of the two restricted environments. To find the best 
match, we first determine the correspondences between nodes in the two restricted 
environments. Some nodes have several candidates for correspondence. For example, n7 
corresponds to either 1126 or my. In these cases, we select the most similar node by using 
’ If a word (or a phrase) in a context A coincides with a word in another context B that is similar to the 
context A. the word takes the same translation in both contexts. 
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similarity values between nodes (words), which are defined as numeric values between 
0 and 1. After the best match is found, we can calculate the matching point between 
two environments, mpoint (TU, WD). 
mpoint (TU, WD) = 
Summation of similarity values between corresponding nodes in two re- (2) 
stricted environments in the case of the best match. 
This value is used as a measure of similarity between two environments. 
Finally, we define the score of a translation unit, score (TU, WD). 
score (TU, WD) = size (TU) x (size (TU) + mpoint (TU, WD) ). (3) 
For example, we assume that the following similarity values are given to the system. 8 
similarity ( [book, n] , [notebook, n] ) = 0.60 
similarity ( [buy, VI, [read, VI ) = 0.00 
similarity ( [bon, n] , [nouto , n] ) = 0.70 
similarity ( [kau, v] , [yomu, v] ) = 0.08. 
Then the scores of translation units in the previous section are as follows. 
TU Size Mpoint Score 
el-e3 2 0.60 s.20 
e13 5 0.00 25.00 
jl-j5 4 0.70 18.80 
iI5 6 1.08 42.48 
5.2. Score of matching expression 
The score of a matching expression is defined as follows. 
score (ME, WD) = 
CTU~ME score ( TU, WD) 
size (WD)* 
For example, 
ME score 
Gel, Cr,e3, Ce1311 0.616 
Cjl,Cr,j5,Cjl511 0.613 
5.3. Score of translation 
Finally, we define the score of a translation as follows. 
(4) 
x These similarity values are calculated by the method described in Appendix A 
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*** Translation Source *** 
C [play, vl , 
C [she, pronll, 
CCbaseball,n]] , 
[Ceveryday,advlll 
*** Translation Results *** 
No. 1 (Score = 0.3700) 
EC-PB, !@Jbnl, 
ccca, E!m, 
cm-R, lY%11111, 
CC%, @ml, 
cc9.wt %mll, 
C[@E, L1lmll 
No. 2 (Score = 0.3163) 
ICU<,%tfiRl, 
CCIi, ma , 
ccwc, K%%Jlll, 
cc9, @Jm, 
cc!mk %8111, 
cc@El, E!wJlll 
*** Translation 
I [play, VI , 
C Cshe ,pronll , 
[[violin,nl , 
CCthe,detll, 
[Cold,adjllll 
*+* Translation 
No. 1 (Score = 
[Ctr< , !&ml, 
CCGi, mm , . 
Source *** 
Results *** 
0.3952) 
Fig. 5. Translation outputs of MBTZ 
score (SWD, SME, TME, TWD) = 
min(score (SME,SWD),score (TME,TWD)). 
For example, the score of the translation in the previous section is 0.613. 
(5) 
6. Examples 
The English verb “play” corresponds to several Japanese verbs, e.g., “m-u” and 
“hiku”. For example, 
15. He plays tennis. 
kze ha ten&u wo S;~W .
tenms 
16. He plays the piano. 
kge ha p+t~o wo hiku . 
Plan0 play 
Fig. 5 shows translations produced by MBT2 using these examples. MBT2 chooses 
the correct translations; “suru” for “she plays baseball everyday” and “hiku” for “she 
plays the old violin”. 
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The mechanism of MBT2 can be characterized by two terms: example-based transfer 
and parallel non-destructive transfer. 
Example-based transfer means that the system is driven by examples directly, whereas 
traditional rule-based transfer is driven by rules. In other words, example-based trans- 
fer uses best-match reasoning, whereas rule-based transfer uses exact-match reasoning. 
Example-based transfer has two major advantages. First, acquisition of rules is not nec- 
essary: we can easily construct and upgrade the system by adding translation examples 
to the database. Second, the system can produce translations of high quality, because 
it sees a sentence with as wide a scope as possible and uses the best combination of 
translation units. 
The term parallel non-destructive transfer was introduced by Watanabe [ 121. Par- 
allel 9 means that the whole input structure is rewritten by one application of rules 
(examples), and non-destructive means that the input structure is never destroyed dur- 
ing a transfer process. Watanabe’s Rule Combination Transfer (RCT) and MBT2 are 
both parallel non-destructive transfers. By contrast, almost all transfer models are se- 
quential destructive transfers. Mu-system [3] is a typical example: a part of the input 
structure is destructively rewritten and this process goes on until all parts are rewritten. 
One of the problems of sequential destructive transfer systems is that they produce a 
data structure that holds features and grammatical relations of both source and target 
languages in the course of the transfer process. This makes the transfer process very 
complicated. By contrast, a parallel non-destructive transfer does not produce such a data 
structure so that we can intuitively understand the transfer process. Moreover a parallel 
non-destructive transfer system can produce not only the output but also the explanation 
that tells why the system produces the output: the explanation is a matching expression 
(i.e., a combination of translation units) in MBT2. If the system produces an incorrect 
translation output, we can easily locate the wrong translation units. On the other hand, 
in a destructive sequential transfer, the explanation is a long chain of applications of 
rules: it is difficult for us to locate the incorrect rules. 
MBT2 has the above-mentioned desirable characteristics, however, the mechanism of 
MBT2 is too general lo and too simple to apply to practical language transfer tasks. For 
the practical use, the following issues must be studied. 
(1) 
(2) 
Appropriate representation of examples. 
Appropriate amount of information that we should encode into examples. There 
are several candidates for internal representation of sentences: e.g., syntactic rep- 
resentation, semantic representation, and intermediate or mixed representation 
of syntax and semantics. Syntax is important in representing constraints so that 
some syntactic information should be encoded in the internal representation. On 
the other hand, semantic information is useful when selecting the preferable 
output from candidates. MBT2 employs word-dependency trees as internal rep- 
‘) This term comes from parallel production in the area of Graph Grammars. 
‘I) MBT2 is a general mechanism for translating a tree into another tree based on pairs of tree examples. It 
can be used for any task that requires tree-to-tree transformation. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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resentation of sentences. Syntactic information of sentences i explicitly encoded 
in them, though semantic information is not explicitly encoded. l1 Explicit en- 
coding of semantic information is required to extend analogical reasoning ability 
of MBT2. 
How to handle syntactic transformations. Passive voice and relative clause are 
well known as syntactic transformations. Because there is no relation between 
normal forms and transformational forms in MBT2, it cannot utilize normal 
forms to translate transformational forms. There are two possible solutions for 
the above. 
l Employ transformational rules that bridge the gap between ormal forms and 
transformational forms. 
l Introduce a new representation (e.g., a semantic representation) on which 
transformations are not important in the matching process. 
Appropriate grain size of translation units. It is not practical to store all trans- 
lation units extracted from translation examples. Larger translation units can 
produce better translations, but they have less chance to be used. Smaller transla- 
tion units have a greater chance to be used, but they produce literal translations. 
An appropriate grain size of translation units should be studied. 
Computation problem. MBT2 requires a great deal of computation. In order 
to overcome this disadvantage, implementation of MBT2 on parallel computers 
must be studied. 
8. Summary 
This paper proposed a method for translating complete sentences in the example-based 
framework. The key idea is the utilization of more than one translation example when 
translating one sentence. I showed a solution to the problem by introducing the matching 
expression and the score of a translation. The former represents the combination of 
translation units and the latter makes the selection of the best combination possible. 
This problem has a close relation to the following problems. 
l The problem of handling complex tasks by memory-based reasoning [81. 
l The problem of utilizing multiple analogy sources in analogical reasoning. 
The MBT2 solution provides a hint to these problems. 
The research on Example-Based Translation has just started and several problems 
still remain to be solved before constructing practical machine translation systems. One 
of the main topics is speedup by using massively parallel computers. Integration of 
example-based methods and traditional methods is also important. 
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Appendix A. Word similarity based on thesauri 
Similarity between words is calculated based on thesaurus codes of existing thesauri. 
Word List by Semantic Principle ( WLSP) [ 41 is used for Japanese and Longman Lexicon 
of Contemporary English (LLCE) [ I ] is used for English. 
A. 1. Japanese word similarit 
WLSP has the following thesaurus code for each entry. 
Major code, Minor code, Serial Number. 
For example, “yasai (vegetable)” has the following thesaurus code. 
15510, 09, 10. 
Each figure in a major code corresponds to a node of the semantic hierarchy. A minor 
code corresponds to a subgroup of a major code. We use a code that has six figures: five 
from the major code and one from the minor code. This code is written in the following 
notation. 
WLSP (Wl) = (z,., zi.2, z,,j, z,,4. z,,s, &). 
For example, the code of “yasai (vegetable)” is: 
WLSP(yasai) = (1,5,5,1,0,09) 
The similarity between two words, w; and Wj, is calculated as follows. First, the number 
of matching figures of two thesaurus codes, WLSP (wi) and WLSP (wj), is calculated. 
This number ml (w,, w.i) is defined as the maximum value of 1 that satisfies 
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Table A.1 
Similarity based on thesaurus code 
ml exact match 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 (same words) 
similarity 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.20 0.44 0.70 0.96 1.00 
Zi,k = zj,k WhHe I < k < 1. 
Second, the similarity is calculated by Table A.1 from the value ml (wi, wj). For exam- 
ple, the similarity between “yak (vegetable)” and “jagaimo (potato)” is: 
WLSP(yasai) = (1,5,5,1,0,09), 
WLSP(jagaimo) = (1,5,5,2,0,07), 
ml (yak, jagaimo) = 3, 
similarity ( yasai, jagaimo) = 0.20. 
A.2. English word similarity 
Each entry word in LLCE has a thesaurus code. For example, the word “apple” has 
“A150”. LLCE has three levels in its hierarchy. For example, “A150” is in the following 
position. 
A Life and Living Things 
A150 - 158 Plants Generally 
A150 Kinds of Fruits 
We use the following notation for the thesaurus code for an English word Wi. 
LLCE ( wi) = (zi,~ , zi,2$ zi.3). (A.1 1 
In this notation, the second symbol zi.2 represents the starting number of the second 
level in the hierarchy. For example, the code of word “apple” is as follows. 
LLCE (apple) = (a, 150,150). (A.2) 
The same method of calculating the similarity based on WLSP is applicable to the 
calculation of the similarity based on LLCE. However, we have to define another “ml- 
similarity table” for LLCE codes, because the length (the number of symbols or figures) 
of a LLCE code is different from that of a WLSP code. The table for LLCE codes is 
shown in Table A.2. 
Table A.2 
Similarity based on English thesaurus code 
ml exact match 
0 1 2 3 (same words) 
similarity 0.00 0.10 0.60 0.96 1.00 
